Windows Telix Shipbroking Suite

Vessel Positions AutoRead© from your Messages!
Track automatically the vessel and position information you receive in your email. Use flexible
queries and combined search to prepare and communicate your circulars with a few clicks.
Advise immediately clients on how to take advantage of the best opportunities.
Delegate reading thousands of incoming
messages to AutoRead©
and focus your
attention
in
reviewing
the
business
opportunities and how to best cover the
requirements of your clients.
Eliminate duplicate information and noise,
check for same positions from multiple
originators, use the online and direct link with
the vessel particulars; essentially put structure
to a great deal of useful business information
and communicate these efficiently.
AutoRead© can silently scan all your incoming messages and translate these to vessel positions,
useful information appropriately commented and classified.
LgPList© is assisting brokers to manage information related to vessels and positions. Information
from incoming messages are immediately available to all users. Examine your data by type, date,
size, area, commissions, source, account, etc and summarize to a report, a message or a circular list
ready to be forwarded.
Windows Telix suite of products is the leading maritime Message Management System that
introduced electronic messaging in shipping. Windows Telix suite includes functionality for: Fleet
Tracking and Performance Monitoring, Vessels' Position List, Orders List, Cargo/Port/Company
Information, Voyage Estimation, Investment Appraisal, Laytime Calculation, Vessels Sale and
Purchase, Message AutoRead, Remote Access, Archiving, etc
LGMAR is a software company founded by a team of dedicated experts in computer science and
maritime business, to develop highly specialized software in the area of telecommunications.
LGMAR is recognized as a leading company in communications software with over 400
installations and more than 4,000 users of its products. Clients are based mainly in Greece, but
also in a number of other countries, mostly in the Shipping related section (Ship Owners, Ship
Managers, Ship Brokers, Ship Agents, Operators, Banks, Insurance Brokers, Manning Agents,
Transport Companies, etc.)
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